State of the art approaches for (embedding based) unsupervised semantic search exploits either compositional similarity (of a query and a passage) or pair-wise word (or term) similarity (from the query and the passage). By design, word based approaches do not incorporate similarity in the larger context (query/passage), while compositional similarity based approaches are usually unable to take advantage of the most important cues in the context. In this paper we propose a new compositional similarity based approach, called variable centroid vector (VCVB), that tries to address both of these limitations. We also presents results using a different type of compositional similarity based approach by exploiting universal sentence embedding. We provide empirical evaluation on two different benchmarks.
Introduction
Semantic search attempts to improve search accuracy by (indirectly) understanding the searcher's intent and the contextual meaning of words in the query. Projecting words into a non-discrete semantic space for the purposes of computing similarity scores between terms has emerged as a powerful way of augmenting traditional information retrieval (IR) techniques which represent words in a discrete space.
In existing IR work, compositional similarity based approaches derive (static) centroid vector representations for both the query and the passage from their component words and directly compare these compositional representations. Alternatively, word level similarity approaches accumulate distances between (selected) pairs of words (inside the query and the passage) and then combine these individual scores into an overall similarity score.
Until few years ago, it was common to use centroid vectors in semantic search. In its simplest form, the default/vanilla centroid vector 1 t of a text t is the sum of the vectors of its words divided by the number of words in t. We call this vector a static centroid vector, since the vector for a passage (in the context of semantic search) does not change in response to the query or the corpus from which the passage is extracted. Similarly, the centroid vector for the query also remains the same regardless of the candidate passage to be compared. (Kosmopoulos et al., 2016) proposed construction of centroid by weighting vectors of the words with term frequency (TF) (in the text) and pre-computed inverse document frequency (IDF), to be used for document classification. In other words, like the default centroid vector, all the words in the passage are taken in consideration. Since the TF (for a word in the corresponding passage) and the IDF (pre-computed from a corpus) are constants, the weighted centroid vector is also static (i.e no change in the vector regardless of the query).
The usual way centroid vector is used for semantic search is -given a query and a text (passage/document) collection, the static centroid vector for the query is compared (usually using cosine similarity) against static centroid of each candidate passage (Furnas et al., 1988) . Later, the candidate passages are ranked according to their similarity scores. Note that the centroid for a document/passage remains static regardless of the wording/variation in the search query.
A passage is likely to be much longer than a query. Hence, the passage can have a number of words which either are not necessarily relevant to the query, or are not required to formulate the actual answer(s) for the query. So, constructing a (static) centroid vector for a passage using all words (in that passage) could lead to suboptimal results because the non-relevant words in the passages will influence the direction of its centroid vector.
The recent growing number of word level similarity based semantic search work are based on a technique called word mover's distance (WMD). It was introduced by Kusner et al. (2015) for comparing similarity between two texts. It is a measure of the minimum cumulative distance that words from a text A need to be moved to match words from a text B. The lower the distance between the two texts in the vector space, the higher the semantic similarity. The computation of WMD is computationally expensive -so, a variation called relaxed word movers distance (RWMD) was proposed. Brokos et al. (2016) used a combination of weighted centroid vector and RWMD-Q (where the query is text A); while Kim et al. (2017) used combination of BM25 ranking function (Robertson and Zaragoza, 2009 ) and WMD to build hybrid models. Kim et al. (2017) used (maximum cumulative of) cosine similarity for WMD. The aforementioned studies show that RWMD-Q outperforms the (static) centroid vector based approaches.
In this study, we compare the above approaches with a compositional approach that exploits the recently proposed universal sentence embedding models 2 and also propose a variable centroid based approach across different benchmark datasets to better understand whether any of them has a significant edge over the other. The other approach is based on pre-trained universal sentence embedding models. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the 1st attempt to use universal sentence embedding for passage re-ranking. Regardless of the intent of the above three queries, the weighted centroid vector (as well as the default centroid vector) for the above passage will be the same, i.e. static.
Unlike vanilla/weighted centroid vector, we propose to use only certain pre-selected words of a text for constructing its centroid vector. This set of pre-selected words for the same text will vary depending on the wording and intention of the question.
For Q1, Q2 and Q3 mentioned in Section 1, the selectedW ords from P 1 using the above algorithm would be something like the following -
• selectedW ords for Q1: {trump, president, union, state}
• selectedW ords for Q3: {trump, president, congress, union, state}
• selectedW ords for Q3: {congress, president, union, state} As we can see, the sets of selectedW ords for the same passage are different for different queries and, hence, the resulting centroid vectors will also vary with respect to the query.
Lets consider another passage -P2: President Trump will give the State of the Union address on January 31.
For Q1, the selectedW ords from P 2 using the above algorithm would be {trump, president, union, state}. Note, even if wording for passage P 1 and P 2 are different, we will have same (variable) centroid vectors from them for a particular question. So, the above algorithm will lead us to conclude that these two passages should have the same ranking for this particular question (Q1), which is correct.
By design, the proposed variable centroid vector maximizes the likelihood of similarity between a given passage and the query. In other words, our goal is to judge the semantic importance of a passage from the perspective of the query and not based on what the passage is in general about.
Overall, the proposed approach works as follows. Given a query Q, a search engine returns a set of ranked passages (from indexed documents) using an exiting state-of-the-art retrieval function. These are the first pass search results. Then, the variable centroid vector for each of the top N ranked passages (with respect to Q) is computed. These top N passages are re-ranked according to the similarity between the variable centroid vectors and the centroid vector of Q. If two passages have identical similarity scores, the scores of the passages from the first pass is used to break the tie.
We believe that the step 6 (and subsequently, steps 9 and 10) in the algorithm would be effective for factoid type questions. Because, by design, these steps would make the proposed variable centroid vector of a likely passage (that contains the actual answer or entities having similar semantic type of the answer) rank higher than an unlikely passage (i.e. a passage that has neither the answer nor any entity of same type).
Universal sentence embedding based approach
The Universal Sentence Encoder (Cer et al., 2018) was developed to encode sentences into embedding vectors with the objective of improving transfer learning performance. These vectors are hence designed to be useful for a variety of downstream NLP tasks. For our experiments, we use pretrained embeddings based on a Deep Averaging Network (DAN) (Iyyer et al., 2015) , available for download from TF Hub 3 . We compute the sentence embedding for the question phrase and compute its cosine similarity with the sentence embeddings of all the candidate answer phrases. This similarity metric is used to re-rank the answer phrases.
Datasets
We use two publicly available question answering datasets, each from a different domain: Insurance QA 4 (Feng et al., 2015) and BioASQ (Tsatsaronis et al., 2015) . These datasets come with natural language questions along with a set of relevant answer ids from the corpus, where the answers correspond to passages. The Insurance QA corpus consists of 27,413 answers written as part of previously submitted support queries. Since our approach is unsupervised, we did not make use of the training question set. The test set contains 2,000 questions.
In the case of BioASQ, the corpus consists of titles and abstracts from 14,939,692 MED-LINE/PubMED citation records. We use the 1,307 labelled questions made available for evaluation of Task 4b.
In both cases, as first pass results, we identify top 20 candidate passages per question using a Dirichlet smoothed language model similarity score (Zhai and Lafferty, 2001 ) (implemented in Solr 5 ) applied over the entire corpus. The value 20 is chosen arbitrarily.
Experimental Results
In all the experiments, we used cosine similarity for selecting words from passages. The Insurance QA dataset does not contain any factoid questions; while BioASQ has a limited number of factoid questions (checked manually with random selection). So, we skip steps 4, 9 and 10 in Algorithm 1 in our experiments reported below.
Pre-trained Google word embeddings 6 (Mikolov et al., 2013) , i.e. a neural network based distributional semantics approach, were used for all the centroid based approaches as well as RWMD-Q to derive word vectors.
Usage of the proposed variable centroid vector improves the results significantly with respect to that of the first pass results in both datasets. The proposed approach outperforms both the default and weighted centroid vector based approaches as well as the scores derived using the universal sentence embeddings. However, neither RWMD-Q nor variable centroid performs clearly better than the other. Variable centroid gives the best results for Recall@5 and NDCG@5 on the BioASQ dataset, while RWMD-Q works best on Insurance QA dataset. However the performance of both these methods are comparable.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed an approach to compute centroid vector for passages that are not fixed, but varies according to the wording and intention of the given query. We showed experimentally the variable centroid vectors computed using our approach outperforms exiting static centroid vector based approaches. In other words, we proposed a state-of-the-art compositional similarity based approach.
The difference of results between VCVB, the proposed compositional similarity based approach, and RWMD-Q, the state-of-the-art word similarity based approach, is statistically insignificant.
The results also suggest that universal sentence embedding models do not provide an improvement over any of the other approaches.
As a future work, we would like to test on datasets that contain a significant number of factoid questions in order to evaluate the utility of adding answer type detection in these semantic re-ranking strategies. We believe that proposed VCVB would have a better impact on such datasets.
